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GALILEO JUPITER PROBE ATMOSPHERE STRUCTURE
INSTRUMENT

Jose R. Padilla
Project Engineer

Martin Marietta Corporation
Denver, Colorado

More will be learned about planet Jupiter in the 45-minute
Jupiter Probe mission than has been learned in nearly 500 years.

INTRODUCTION

During the latter half of the 1980’s the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (of
the U.S.A.) will launch a spacecraft called Galileo, to the planet Jupiter. The spacecraft
will be composed of two parts, an orbiter and a probe. Approximately four years later,
having travelled nearly one and a half billion miles, the spacecraft will encounter the
planet. The orbiter will circle the planet for more than two years while the probe is
expected to encounter such hostile environments of pressure and temperature that it will be
destructed near the planet’s surface about one hour after atmospheric entry.

The probe, carrying six scientific instruments on board, will enter the atmosphere of
Jupiter at over 47,000 meters per second (mps) and will begin sampling the atmosphere to
determine the planet’s physical properties. Data gathered by the probe will be transmitted,
in real time, to the orbiter for later transmission to Earth.

The Galileo mission will begin with a 1985 launch aboard the United States’ Space
Shuttle. The spacecraft will make an initial 2-year orbit around the Sun and will come very
near Earth before heading toward Jupiter. The purpose of orbiting the Sun and returning
“near Earth” is to obtain a gravitational push or assist from Earth, giving the spacecraft the
needed energy to reach the planet Jupiter. The spacecraft will cruise another two and a half
years to Jupiter and will arrive at the planet in late 1989.

Approximately 150 days before Jupiter encounter the probe will be released from the
orbiter and will continue toward the planet on its own. From this point onward the probe
cannot be affected by the orbiter. The probe is pre-programmed with instructions stored in
its computer memories. Soon after entry the probe will jettison its protective shield and
will complete its descent on a parachute.



Six different science instruments will gather detailed data about the atmosphere of Jupiter.
The six instruments are an Atmospheric Structure Instrument, a Nephelometer, a Net Flux
Radiometer, a Helium Abundance Detector, a Lightning and Radio Emission Detector, and
a Neutral Mass Spectrometer.

This paper will treat some of the most interesting aspects of only one of these instruments,
the Atmosphere Structure Instrument (ASI) for which the author was the project engineer
responsible for the design, fabrication, testing, and subsequent integration.

The scientific objective for the Atmosphere Structure Instrument is to define the profiles of
the Jovian atmospheric static and dynamic state properties over a wide altitude range. The
Acceleration measurement system provides data on probe deceleration and velocity from
early entry through descent. Associated pressure and temperature data will help to define
density, atmospheric turbulence and the radial distance of the probe from the center of
Jupiter.

The accelerometers are of the pendulous mass-displacement type which operate in an oil
fluid medium. Each accelerometer is accompanied with a set of hybrid electronics which
converts pendulum mass-displacement into volts per g. Four ranges are possible for each
axial accelerometer and three ranges for the lateral accelerometers (see Table 1.). These
ranges are command controlled from the ASI electronics. The outputs in any range are of
five volt amplitude (with zero volts equal to zero g) and the range commands for them are
ganged together. Axial accelerometers are bipolar ±2.5 volts in range three only and range
commands are independent. Ranging up occurs automatically when the g-amplitudes
exceed 93.75% of full scale for all accelerometers.

The accelerometer sensing and data manipulation techniques are by far the most interesting
of the three data measurements. The majority of this paper will deal with these data;
however, a general overview of the entire instrument will be provided first.

MICROPROCESSOR-BASED SYSTEM

The system electronics design is shown in Figure 1. The design is centered around a
microprocessor system which consists of an 1802 central processing unit (CPU), 8192
words of read-only memory (ROM) and 256 words of read-write, random-access memory
(RAM). The ROM contains the programs necessary to operate the instrument while the
RAM is used to provide temporary storage for data awaiting readout to the probe and for
intermediate data values during data accumulation and manipulation.

Control signals from the probe which comprise the operating mode commands and other
essential signals will be used to control instrument operation by a series of system



interrupts. A change in state of a control signal generates an interrupt to the
microprocessor. The microprocessor responds by suspending the sequence in process,
interrogating the interrupt-related logic to determine the interrupt source, and executing an
appropriate response.

Interrupts are of two types, command and data; in the case of an operating mode command
interrupt, the microprocessor will branch to the commanded mode, will re-initialize and
proceed. For the data interrupts the microprocessor will complete the interrupt response
action and then will return to continue processing from where it was at the time of the
interrupt. Through the use of these interrupts the instrument operating mode is controlled
and the data output is synchronized with the probe data frame. The way the logic is
implemented, using latches, assures that no control commands are missed even if all lines
were to change state simultaneously.

Data sampling from the instrument sensors is slaved to the probe clock, which generates a
data sampling interrupt approximately every 7.8 milliseconds (128 times per second).
Power-on and power-off commands interface directly with the instrument power supply
and are executed by circuitry in the power supply that “listens” for these commands
whenever power is applied to the power line. The power supply receives one voltage
(28V ± 3 volts) and converts the voltage to six different, well-regulated voltages which
operate the electronics. Several precision calibration voltages are also produced and will
be discussed in more depth later.

When the instrument is first commanded on the microprocessor goes through an
initialization sequence and into the Descent mode and operates in the Descent mode until
other operating mode command interrupts are received from the probe.

The design incorporates two 12-bit analog-to-digital (A/D) converters of the dual-slope
integrating type. Analog voltage outputs from the sensors are conditioned to provide
unipolar inputs compatible with the A/D converters and are multiplexed to the A/D
converters under control of a sequence programmed into the microprocessor. All of the
accelerometer data processing, including the integration of acceleration to obtain velocity
change information ()V), is performed digitally within the microprocessor.

Only the accelerometers are sampled during the Entry mode and the temperature and
pressure measurements are made between acceleration samples during Descent.

Accelerometer )V data are obtained by digital rather than analog integration of the
acceleration measurements. Temperature and pressure data result directly from the
sampling of the sensor outputs through multiplexers into the A/D converters.



Data output to the probe, for interleaving with other instrument data and subsequent
transmission by radio to the orbiter, is a serial, digital data stream. This data output scheme
was adopted because the data rate to the probe is relatively slow and because the
implementation requires less electronics. Sensor sampling is controlled by microprocessor
software.

Failure-sensing checks are made of the accelerometer and prime temperature sensor data
and of the pressure sensor data. Failure-sensing is accomplished within the microprocessor
software.

A severe constraint on the instrument design is forced because of the Jupiter radiation
environment and the long time between design, launch and Jupiter entry. Our design
approach has been to use the best and most stable components available to provide
reference voltages for calibration and conversion and to minimize the number of design
elements which influence accuracy. Ratiometric measurements, rather than comparisons
between absolute measurements, are made using stable resistive components. This concept
is implemented by usinc the same source for the A/D converter voltage reference as well
as for the current source veneration for the temperature sensors and for derivation of
calibration voltages for the pressure transducers.

The mechanical packaging and design are shown in Figure 2. This technique maximizes
the use of the smallest electronic packages available and utilizes six-layer printed circuit
boards for component mounting and interconnect. The housing is machined from two
pieces of aluminum and utilizes a metal c-ring seal to provide protection for the electronics
piece parts from the Jupiter pressure environment.

The design shown in Figure 2 includes seven printed circuit boards, one of which is in the
power supply housing at the base of the instrument.

The accelerometers and temperature sensors are mounted in two separate housings apart
from the ASI and outputs are interfaced through the use of cables and electrical
connectors. The pressure transducers are mounted on three adjacent faces of the 12-sided
ASI housing and also interconnect via cable and electrical connector.

The instrument weighs 5.6 pounds and nominally consumes about 4.8 watts of power. This
includes the power consumption in the power supply itself which has approximately a 70%
conversion efficiency. Operating power is supplied to all the sensors from the ASI.

Four accelerometers cover the range zero-g to 409.6g axial and ±12.5 milli-g to ±12.8g
lateral. Three pressure sensors cover the ranges 0 to .5 bar, 0 to 8 bar, and 0 to 28 bar, 



respectively. Two platinum temperature sensors measure atmospheric temperature from 0E
to 500E Kelvin (see Table 1.).

Three modes of operation are possible--Entry, Descent and Calibrate. The entry
measurement regime is that regime of altitude up to 1500 kilometers (km) above the 1 bar
pressure level. The descent regime is that regime beginning at nominally 0.1 bar pressure
level.

ACCELEROMETER DATA SAMPLING

All of the accelerometer data is processed in digital form by the microprocessor.
Processing includes digital integration to derive change-in-velocity ()V) data. Each
accelerometer is sampled 32 times per second and is digitized to a 12-bit word. This
sampling scheme is used in all instrument-operational modes.

These digital integration and data processing techniques result in an accumulated )V error
during entry which are an order of magnitude smaller than we could achieve with an
analog integration technique.

Onboard data processing for the )V integration is simplified if we assume a linear change
of acceleration between successive accelerometer samples. The velocity change is
therefore directly proportional to the sum of the individual acceleration samples.

Figure 3 shows the results of a parametric study of accelerometer sampling rates and A/D
converter word lengths for deceleration profiles for three model atmospheres. These
profiles were derived from the nominal atmospheric model described in the JPL Document
660-21, August 1976, and for atmospheres approximating the “Orton” nominal and
“Orton” cool, heavy atmospheres. Each deceleration profile represents a probe velocity
change of approximately 47,000 meters per second (mps).

The parametric study covered sample rates of 1 to 256 samples per second (sps) and A/D
converter word lengths of 8 to 16 bits. The sample rates investigated are all an integral
power of two per second, which results in the summed acceleration being converted to
velocity change by an appropriate shifting of the binary summed acceleration word.

The worst-case error envelope between digital integration and exact integration is less than
one )V pulse (17.5 meters per second) for most combinations of word length and sample
rates. Digitization to 12 bits provides a )V error of less than one meter per second (mps)
for sample rates greater than 16 sps. The analysis covered the region of maximum rate of
change of acceleration where we would expect a maximum error due to the digital 



integration approach. The errors during other phases of entry and descent are expected to
be smaller.

The selection of a 32-sps sampling rate derives from consideration of turbulence
measurement and probe motions. Turbulence in the Jupiter atmosphere is unknown and we
have been somewhat arbitrary in selecting the sample rate. For most of the descent phase,
the probe descent velocity is #150 mps and hence our acceleration sampling provides data
at <5-meter altitude increments. This provides turbulence effects information having a
scale of approximately 10 meters. Reference to Figure 3 indicates that the worst-case error
we can expect at any point in the deceleration profile, resulting from our digital integration
approach, is about 0.7 mps.

PRESERVATION OF PRECISION ACROSS RANGE AND MODE CHANGES

A system error analysis showed that the maximum error in conventional analog integration
is related to the uncertainty in the fractional )V value at range and mode changes. This
error can accumulate to approximately 20 mps. Our digital approach eliminates this error
and results in a more accurate velocity change measurement.

The velocity change is determined by summing each individual acceleration measurement.
When a velocity change ()V) is output to the probe, the fractional portion of the summed
data which is not written into the data stream) is retained and carried over to the next
summing interval. The carryover of a fractional )V pulse is necessary to maintain the
precision of the total probe velocity change measurement.

When the accelerometer range is changed at the end of a )V measurement sequence the
fractional )V carryover is rescaled so it correctly represents the value of the carry in the
new range units. This preserves precision in integrated velocity change across a range
change in a way that cannot be accomplished with a conventional analog integration.
Precision is also maintained across the change from Entry mode to Descent mode.

During the Entry mode only accelerometer data is processed. A )V (Z-accelerometer)
output is made to the probe data handling system each second. This output is obtained by
summing 64 12-bit Z-accelerometer words which are accumulated into one 17-bit word.
When the summing is complete, the most significant eight bits are written to the data
output registers and the remaining nine bits are retained as a carryover to the next
summation.

The processing of )V (X- and Y-accelerometers) is similar except that 512 samples are
accumulated and summed into an 18-bit word. The most significant eight bits are written to 



the output every four seconds and the remaining 10-bit word is carried over to the next
summation.

At the completion of each )V (Z-accelerometer) output, the appropriate Z-axis
accelerometer output is checked to see if a range change is needed. If required, the range
change command is sent to the accelerometer and the Z-accelerometer will have about 20
milliseconds for the ranging transient to settle before the next sample is taken. The )VZ
carryover is rescaled to the new gain, thereby maintaining the precision of measurement
across the range change. This cannot be done with an analog integration technique in
which an error approaching one )V pulse can occur at each range switch.

FAILURE DETECTING

In addition to the data processing a routine is carried out to detect a failure in a Z-axis
sensor output. For this process a second summing operation is performed on every Z-axis
accelerometer measurement. Each sum is stored which retains the most recent five sums
for each sensor, corrected to the same gain setting. As each ½-second sum is completed,
the two Z-axis sums are compared. If there is no significant difference between them, both
Z-sensor outputs are judged to be healthy. If the two output sums differ significantly, a
logic path is exercised to determine which sensor is most likely to have failed and which
sensor should be considered prime. A sensor is considered to have failed if the last output
is either zero or full-scale or an examination of the most recent five outputs retained in
memory shows the sensor output to be constant or noisy--noisy being defined as more than
one change in sign of slope between the five samples.

A software subroutine in the microprocessor samples each pressure output and decides
which sensor output to insert into the data stream. The intention is to output data from the
most sensitive sensor which is not overrange and which has not failed. Failure detection
operates only on P1 and P2 (P1 is the most sensitive). If the output of P changes less than
48 counts over 16 minor frames (0.375 millibars/second), P failure is assumed. If either P1

or P2 output is overrange it is assumed to have failed.

Sensors P1 and P2 are also blanked out of the data output if either one has timed out. P1

times out after five major frame boundaries (320 seconds) and P2 times out after 27 major
frame boundaries (1728) seconds. Either sensor may be reinstated provided it has not
timed out or is not overrange when it is sampled again.

The two temperature sensor outputs alternate in the data output stream. If either sensor
fails, the output from the good sensor is substituted for the failed sensor. Failure of a
temperature sensor is assumed if the sensor sample is greater than or equal to 118% of full
scale (5V).



A failed temperature sensor may be reinstated if its output returns to a value less than
118% of full scale for one sample period.

DESCENT MODE DATA PROCESSING

Processing data in the Descent mode is more complex than in Entry since temperature and
pressure measurements are now included.

When the Descent mode command is received all the completed and in-process data from
the Entry mode will be preserved and incorporated in the Descent mode data stream.

Processing of the )VZ data is similar to that for Entry except that each measurement
interval sums 1024 acceleration samples into a 21-bit word. The most significant 12 bits
are read off every 16 seconds and the remaining nine bits are retained as carryover. The
Z-axis failure-sensing technique, discussed in the Entry mode, is continued during the
Descent mode.

Temperature and pressure measurements are made at the appropriate sample times under
control of the internal software routine. Each measurement results in a 12-bit word and one
output every two seconds. The temperature reference voltage will be measured in place of
every fourth T2 measurement unless the T1 sensor shows open circuit by providing an
overrange output from the A/D converter. If an open circuit is sensed for the T1 sensor, we
will transmit all T2 data and insert the reference measurement into a T1 data slot. Reference
data is obtained by measuring the voltage produced by the precision current sources,
which excite the science temperature sensors, when switched to a precision resistor.
Calibration data are output once every 64 seconds for each temperature sensor and for
each pressure sensor that are determined to be healthy.

CALIBRATION DATA PROCESSING

The instrument calibration sequences are essential elements in determining the absolute
accuracy of the data that will be returned from Jupiter. Two factors affect the accuracy of
the calibration--the absolute accuracy of the calibration reference and the calibration
sequence itself.

Two calibration sequences are required. One is performed periodically while the probe is
attached to the orbiter spacecraft and one is performed just before the probe enters the
Jupiter atmosphere. The former will provide long-term instrument drift information and
will not have severe data or power limitations. The pre-entry calibration will have a severe
limit on data (since the data is stored on the probe) and consequently presents the greatest
sequence design problem. The pre-entry calibration sequence is by far the most important.



This sequence has to be at least as accurate as the experiment measurement accuracy and
will ideally provide null shift and scale factor shift data for each sensor and sensor range.

The temperature and pressure offsets, the electronics reference data (temperature), and the
initial pressure data (zero pressure) will be collected under microprocessor control. Many
samplings of each measurement are summed to increase the precision of the calibration.

When the instrument completes the calibration sequence the program pointer will branch
to the Entry mode sequence.

ELECTRONICS PIECE PARTS

For the most part, a series of radiation hardened CMOS logic was used to implement the
design.

The heart of the system is an RCA CDP1802D chip. The 1802 is an 8-bit microprocessor
with direct memory addressing capability of 65,536 bytes (one 8-bit word is one byte).
The architecture is based on a register array comprising 16 16-bit registers and a single
8-bit accumulator. The 1802 operations are specified by sequences of instruction codes
stored in the program memory. The 1802 includes all of the circuits necessary for fetching,
interpreting and executing instructions and provides all the necessary control and timing
signals for input/output operations. Bytes are transferred between memory, I/O devices,
and the 1802 by a common, bidirectional 8-bit data bus. The microprocessor outputs the
address on the memory address bus for the location with which communication is required,
either the memory read or memory write signal is activated and the addressed location
either provides or accepts data.

The system is designed so mode command and timing signals from the probe generate a
signal on the INTERRUPT line. The interrupt causes the 1802 to suspend its program
sequence at the end of the current instruction cycle and execute a predetermined sequence
of operations designed to respond to the interrupt condition. The microprocessor
interrogates registers to determine which probe signal initiated the interrupt and takes the
appropriate action. After servicing the interrupt, the 1802 resumes execution of the
interrupted program. When an interrupt is recognized, or an execution of the appropriate
instruction, the internal 1802 interrupt-enable flip-flop is disabled and the 1802 recognizes
no further interrupts until the flip-flop is reenabled under software control.



ENGINEERING MEASUREMENTS

Each pressure sensor has a built-in temperature monitor element imbedded in the
electronics. Accelerometers and the ASI each have a temperature monitor element as well.
These eight temperature measurements are sampled as 8-bit words which provide
temperature data accurate to 0.5E Centigrade. The electronics of the pressure transducers,
the accelerometers and the ASI are designed to operate within specified accuracy limits
between -20EC and +50EC. The temperature of these instruments is of interest in order to
determine if the acquired data can be expected to be accurate to within specifications.

At the time of this writing (June 1982) one flight instrument has been built and thoroughly
tested to environmental limits exceeding expected environments of launch vibration,
temperature in transit and mission and pressure of mission. The instrument passed all of
these tests and is being integrated into a model of the probe along with all the other
instruments which will accompany the ASI. One more flight instrument is nearing
completion of assembly and will complete its testing program by September 1982.
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SENSOR DESIGNATOR MEASUREMENT RANGE

Primary Axial Accelerometer
(Probe Z axis sensitive)

Z1 Range 1 = 0 to 0.0125g
Range 2 = 0 to 0.4 g
Range 3 = ± 6.4 g
Range 4 = 0 to 409.6 g

Secondary Axial Accelerometer
(Probe Z axis sensitive)

Z2 Range 1 = 0 to 0.0125g
Range 2 = 0 to 0.4 g
Range 3 = ± 6.4 g
Range 4 = 0 to 409.6 g

Lateral Accelerometer
(Probe X axis sensitive)

X Range 1 = ± 0.0125 g
Range 2 = ± 0.8 g
Range 3 = ± 12.8 g

Lateral Accelerometer
(Probe Y axis sensitive)

Y Range 1 = ± 0.0125 g
Range 2 = ± 0.8 g
Range 3 = ± 12.8 g

Pressure (Low Range) P1 0 to 0.5 bars

Pressure (Middle Range) P2 0 to 4 bars

Pressure (High Range) P3 0 to 28 bars

Temperature (Fast Response) T1 0 to 500EK

Temperature (Protected) T2 0 to 500EK

TABLE I





Figure 3

Results of parametric study used to determine
optimum sampling rate and word length


